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Find the best TV settings here for LG CX OLED (LG OLED CX) from a variety of well-known sources. The LG CX OLED is an LG 2020 mid-range OLED Modell and replaces last year's C9. THE OLED TV comes with updated video Prozessor, FreeSync, HDMI 2.1, Dolby Vision I q and a new OLED panel by 2020. The TV provides the
perfect image quality for a relatable low budget and is available in 55, 65 and 77 inches. Screen Size U.S. Model Name Different Name of the UK and EU Model Name 55 OLED55CCPUA OLED55CXX OLED55CX9LA 65 OLED65CXPUA OLED65CX9LA 77 OLED77CXPUA OLED77CX OLED77CX9LA Source: flatpanelshd Environment:
SDR Screen Size: 65 Find here the best TV settings for LG OLED C9 (LG OLED C9) from a variety of known sources. The LG OLED C9 is LG's new 2019 OLED Modell. OLED TV comes with the new Prozessor Gen2 with AI Sound, AI Picture und AI Brightness and some other great features. Different model names and screen size:
Screen size U.S. Model Name of various UK name and EU Model Name 55 OLED55C9 OLED55C9 OLED55C9PLA 65 OLED65C9 OLED65C9 SPLA 77 OLED77C9 OLED77C9 OLED77C9PLA Source: Environment Rtings: SDR Screen Size: 65 Image Mode: Expert Dark Room OLED Light: 70 Contrast: 90 Brightness: 5 0 H Sharpness:
0 v Sharpness: 0 Colour: 50 Shade: 0 Expert Controls Dynamic Contrast: Off Super Resolve: Off Color Gammut: Auto Color Filter: Off Gamma: 2.2 White Balance Colour Temperature: Warm2 Colour Office : Off Picture Options Noise Reduction: Off MPEG Noise Reduction: Off Black Level: Low Real Cinema: On The Move Eye Care: Off
TruMotion: Off Aspect Settings Ratio: 16:9 Just Scan: Source: flatpanelshd Environment: SDR Screen Size : 65 Image Mode : ISF Expert Energy Savings: From Aspect Ratio: Original Simple Scan: On OLED Light: 67 Contrast: 85 Brightness: 50 Sharpness: 10 Colour: 50 Shade: 0 Expert Controls Dynamic Contrast: Off Super Resolution:
Off Color Gamma: Auto Gamma: 2.2 Balance White Colour Temperature : Warm 2 Method: 2 Points R High: -8 G High: 6 B High: 4 R Low: -3 G Low: 2 B Low: 1 Picture Options Noise Decline: Off MPEG Noise Decline: Off Smooth Reduction: Black: Low Real Cinema: On The Move Of Eyes Care: Off TruMotion: Off/Custom 0, 5) OLED
Motion Pro: Off Aspect Ratio Ratio: Original Simple Scan: Source: Audio Environment: SDR Screen Size: 65 Image Mode: Movie OLED Light: 80 Gradation: High Contrast : 0 Brightness : 50 Sharpness: 10 Black Level: Low Color Temperature: Warm2 TruMotion: High Noise Reduction: Off and Affiliate Links: some of my links on this page
are affiliate links, which means no boards for you, I will be doing a small commission to help me run this page. If you click on them and make a qualifying purchase. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. we'll assume you're okay with this, but you can opt out if you you CookieACCEPTPrivacy settings and cookie policy. I
just bought an LG 55-inch OLED TV and I think it's really good, but I was wondering if I have the right image settings. What are the best settings for the image? What do you recommend? - Tim, Green Bay, Wisconsin. Tim, this is a question that is actually unanswered, or at least anything I would recommend may not work for you, because
everyone seems to have different opinions about what settings will offer a better picture. For example, some videophiles will swear in movie settings, which offers darker but perhaps more detailed images, while other people will say they should watch TV with a bright setting that tends to be brighter. (To learn more about the debate
between Vivid and Cinema, read this article.) However, there are some display guidelines that most people can agree on. In fact, LG, the manufacturer of OLED and 4K LED TVs, provides some standard lighting-based settings in your room. You can see them below, but let me repeat that you can't like them. If they seem to you, change
them! It's your decision. However, here they are: (you can customize these settings by clicking on the menu, settings, More, image.) Illumination: Natural Light - 100 Artificial Light - 80 Dark Room - 80 Natural Light Contrast - 100 Artificial Light - 85 Dark Room - 85 Brightness Natural Light - 50 Artificial Light - 50 Dark Room - 50 Sharpness
Natural Light - 30 Artificial Light - 25 Dark Room - 10 Natural Light Color - 70 Artificial Light - 50 Dark Room - 50 Tint Natural Light - 0 Artificial Light - 0 Dark Room - 0 Color Natural Light Temperature - C50 Artificial Light - C20 Dark Room - 0 You can also see LG video on image settings on the company's website. Tim, I hope this helps.
Happy viewing, and stay safe! Need to buy something today? Please buy it using this Amazon.com link. This site receives a small portion of each purchase, which helps us continue to provide these articles. Is there a question about new television technology? Send it to THE TV Answer Man on swann@tvpredictions.com. Please have
include your name and hometown in your message. - Philip Swann @swanniontv LG OLED65C9P Related Products: LG OLED5C9PLG OLED77C9PCalibration Report using these settings: See. Below is the TV software/firmware version tested: 3.50.25Picture settings test: CNET no longer publishes advanced image settings for any TVs
we review. Instead, we will give more general recommendations to get The picture without listing the detailed white balance or color control system (CMS) settings we may have used to calibrate the TV. As always, the provided settings are a benchmark, and if you want the most accurate picture, you should get a professional calibration.
Prior to the calibration, the ISF Dark preset was the most accurate, accurate, Perfect in terms of grey scale and scale. Since I target BT 1886 the gamut for dark rooms was closer than the movie, which is aimed at gamma 2.2 (and works well if you want more shadow details) or a Technicolor expert who (unlike last year) is a little bluer
than the D65 target. For the brighter numbers the ISF bright was the best, with extremely accurate color temperature and gamma 2.2.For my calibration I barely changed anything for a set-down light output to slightly hit my dark target room 137 nits and setting the gamut and gray scale in several places to deal with bumps from reduced
brightness. I didn't mess with CMS because it could always be a crapshoot and the readings were fairly accurate already. Dark Room Settings SDR:Image Settings: ISF Expert (Dark Room)Aspect Settings Ratio: Original (Just Scan: On)Energy saving: OffAdditional Menu Settings: Eye Comfort Mode: OffHDMI Ultra HD Deep Color: On for
inputs connected to 4K HDR sources Instant Game Response and OLED Settings Settings: No changes to the image mode: : 39Contrast: 85Brightness: 50Sharp: 0Color: 50Tint: 0Expert Management Menu: Dynamic Contrast, Super Resolution, Color Filter: All OffColor Gamut: AutoGamma: BT.1886White Balance: Warm 2 Other
adjustments will vary depending on sample Color Control System: No adjustments menu Image settings: Noise reduction, MPEG Noise Reduction: Off for low quality sources, some users may prefer to reduce noise Smooth Gradation: Off low quality sources , Some users may prefer to include 'Black Level: LowReal Movie: OnMotion Eye
Care: OffTruMotion: User (De-Judder: 0, De-Blur: 10, Motion Pro: Off)SDR Bright Room Settings: Image Mode Settings: ISF Bright RoomExpert Control Menu, Peak Brightness: Adapt to Taste HDR Notes: For HDR Cinema was the most accurate mode, after EOTF is almost perfect and better than both Movie Home and Technicolor
experts the following two most accurate parameters. The color checker was a little less accurate than last year, but it's not a major knock, and as usual with the OLED set covers the P3 HDR gamut very well. Once again, the TV automatically discovered and engaged in the HDMI Ultra HD Deep Color option, designed for HDR sources.
Reporting: LG OLED65C9P (2019 OLED TV) image settings and HDR notes that this post has been tagged and will be reviewed by our employees. Thank you for your help in supporting a large CNET community. Unfortunately, there was a problem tagging this post. Please try again now or later. - Collapse - Expand The Best Details
LG65C9P in HDR modus? Hello! Do you also have the best 65C9P settings (better new 65E9P) in HDR modus please? You can email them to: leelandmusicrules@gmail.comKind Regards, Marcel HansenHolland I'm confused about HDR settings. Is the advice to set it in the movie and leave it to be, or set set in the movies and make
adjustments listed according to the SDR, where is it available? Operation TV Audio Video Accessories, TVs 03/28/2019 Print Email Copy Link To access image settings, select the menus of the zgt; Settings of the More zgt; Picture The following video will give you a general preview of each setting, for more information about each setting,
see Definition of Tab Note: Beyond the TV's lighting capabilities, room lighting, reflection, image settings and the content itself affect the actual image. Pre-installed Settings Definition your new LG TV settings will be installed at the default factory, but to get the most out of your TV, you can improve these settings depending on the
environment of it as well as your personal taste. Below are the recommended image mode settings for different lighting environments: Note: Feel free to change any of the settings in your preferences. Lighting: controls the brightness of the screen by adjusting the rear light. The closer to 100, the brighter. For those who have their OWN TV
in a dark room or basement, this setting doesn't have to be terribly high. For those in lighter rooms, more lighting intensity will be desirable. Try to avoid this adjustment while the sun shines right on the screen, as this will lead to an unnaturally high setting. Instead, make adjustments when the light of the room is average when you're
watching, and choose a program or movie scene with plenty of white in it, a daytime scene on a snow-covered mountain, for example. If you start squinting after watching the scene within 10 minutes, the lighting is too strong. Reduce the lights and repeat until you are happy. Reduce illumination to reduce energy consumption and reduce
eye strain. Depending on the energy saving (Auto / Maximum), you will not be able to adjust the illumination. In this case, go to the settings, qgt; more of the picture's energy saving and set the energy saving to off or minimum. Contrast: this is the difference between the brightest image a TV can create and the darkest. The closer to 100,
the higher the contrast will be. Ultimately, your contrast setting with will come down to personal preferences, but we advise you to resist the urge to simply nest a contrast up. Find a scene with a bright white image and press the pause button. Adjust the contrast to the point where the white object is bright but still contains details and clear
edges. A good starting point is half the mark. From there you should have no problem finding the setting that suits you. Note: You may have to bounce back and forth between contrast and brightness settings to find the best combination. Brightness: adjusts the overall brightness of the screen. Than by 100, the brighter the screen will be.
Setting the brightness too high will result in gray of black and loss of size. When the brightness is set too low, you lose the part details dark areas of the screen (so-called cut-offs). The easiest way to adjust the brightness is to use the black mailbox bars at the top and bottom of the film. These bars are designed for dead black, and tend to
be darker than the black background often found in movie credits. Pause on the selection scene and turn on the brightness until the letter box bars appear gray. Then reduce the brightness only until the black stripes are completely black. Note: You may have to bounce back and forth between contrast and brightness settings to find the
best combination. Sharpness: Adjusts the sharpness of the image. The closer to 50, the sharper and clearer the image will be. You can play with this setting by stopping your source on a stage that provides many straight lines; for example, a scene with a large number of buildings or other forms such as stadium stands. If you turn the
sharpness to the maximum, you will notice that the straight lines will become jagged. It's a TV that injects artifacts into an image that shouldn't be there. Reduce the sharpness to the point where the edges appear to be clean and straight, and then let it be. V Sharpness: Adjusts the sharpness of the contrast edge vertically. H Sharpness:
adjusts the sharpness of the contrast edge in a horizontal direction. Color: Tones down or up colors are displayed on the screen. The closer to 100, the deeper the color. Without a calibration drive and optical filter (or the ability to beat the red and green output of the TV) it can be hard to know if you have the color just right. Just how green
should look leaf, anyway? For this reason, disk calibration is highly recommended to achieve the most accurate color parameters. We have a few tricks to offer, however. First, find out if your TV offers a color temperature adjustment. The settings for color temperature are usually expressed in terms of cool or warm. Choose the warmest
option available to you as a starting point. From there, find a scene with lots of faces in it and then press pause. Turn the color all the way up and notice how it seems everyone has jaundice or fresh sunburn. You don't want that. Now turn the color almost all the way down and notice how everything looks as if they belong in the morgue.
You don't want that either. Now adjust the color back until the faces look natural. Each person's face must have its own hue. If it looks like a real skin tone, you'll know that you got close. Shade: adjusts the color balance between red and green displayed on the screen. The closer to the Red 50, the redder the color will be. The closer to the
Green 50, the greener the color will be. Color temperature: adjusts the color temperature from cold to heat. that you specify only applies to the current input mode that is currently selected. Depending on the input or the chosen mode, the options available may be different. Customized elements vary depending on the model. Smart picture
mode lets you choose from a series of default settings that LG pre-programmed into your TV. Each with its unique setting to give you a better performance depending on what you're rendering on the TV. Note: - If you turn on this feature, you can't manually adjust the image mode. - Available only with digital broadcasts. - Channels
connected to COMPONENT IN and HDMI IN do not support Smart Picture Mode. Choose the image mode that's best suited to the viewing environment, preferences, or video type. Bright: Sharpens the image by increasing contrast, brightness and sharpness. Standard: Displays an image with normal contrast, brightness and sharpness of
levels. APS: (Automatic Energy Saving) This mode reduces energy consumption by monitoring blackouts. Movie: Optimizes screen for movies. Sport/Football: Optimizes the screen for sports games. It sharpens the image of fast movements such as kicking or throwing the ball. The name of the sport may vary from region to region. Game:
Optimizes the screen for the game. HDR Effect This feature allows you to enjoy a more dynamic, clearer image, correcting the light and dark areas of the display. This feature provides a realistic image, even if the gradation level of the original images is high. If you set the image mode on HDR EFFECT, you won't be able to use some
image mode settings. Photo: Only ultra HD model This mode is optimized for viewing photos. It displays photos smoothly, minimizing the loss of the original quality of the photo. Technicolor Expert: Colors optimized by Technicolor are famous color scientists who work on premium Hollywood content. Expert (Bright Room/ Expert (Dark
Room): Allows the expert, or anyone who likes image quality, to tune in to the best image quality. This option represents the adjustment menu provided by ISF-certified image quality specialists. (The ISF logo can only be used in connection with an ISF-certified TV.) ISFccc: Imaging Science Foundation Certified Calibration Control Note: -
If an HDR/Dolby Vision video signal is entered into the TV but does not support HDR/Dolby Vision technology, the TV will display only normal signal image settings. - Customized elements vary by model or country. - Depending on the input, the image modes available may be different. - When viewing the contents of an online service, the
image mode can be changed to match the content shown. - Expert is an option that allows an image quality expert to adjust standard picture. Thus, it may not be effective for a normal picture. - Changes in the image mode can change the settings of energy saving and eye care, and this can affect energy consumption. You can customize
them manually in energy-saving and image-image options This feature allows you to customize your chosen mode of image. Lighting / OLED LIGHT:: Controls the brightness of the screen by adjusting the rear light. The closer to 100, the brighter. For those who have their OWN TV in a dark room or basement, this setting doesn't have to
be terribly high. For those in lighter rooms, more lighting intensity will be desirable. Try to avoid this adjustment while the sun shines right on the screen, as this will lead to an unnaturally high setting. Instead, make adjustments when the light of the room is average when you're watching, and choose a program or movie scene with plenty of
white in it - daylight scenes on a snowy mountain, for example. If you start squinting after watching the scene within 10 minutes, the lighting is too strong. Reduce the lights and repeat until you are happy. Reduce illumination to reduce energy consumption and reduce eye strain. Depending on the energy saving (Auto / Maximum), you will
not be able to adjust the illumination. In this case, go to the settings, qgt; more of the picture's energy saving and set the energy saving to off or minimum. Contrast: this is the difference between the brightest image a TV can create and the darkest. The closer to 100, the higher the contrast will be. Ultimately, your contrast setting with will
come down to personal preferences, but we advise you to resist the urge to simply nest a contrast up. Find a scene with a bright white image and press the pause button. Adjust the contrast to the point where the white object is bright but still contains details and clear edges. A good starting point is half the mark. From there you should
have no problem finding the setting that suits you. Brightness: adjusts the overall brightness of the screen. The closer to 100, the brighter the screen will become. Setting the brightness too high will result in gray of black and loss of size. When the brightness is set too low, you will lose parts in the dark areas of the screen (the so-called cut-
off). The easiest way to adjust the brightness is to use the black mailbox bars at the top and bottom of the film. These bars are designed for dead black, and tend to be darker than the black background often found in movie credits. Pause on the selection scene and turn on the brightness until the letter box bars appear gray. Then reduce
the brightness only until the black stripes are completely black. Note: You may have to bounce back and forth between contrast and brightness settings to find the best combination. Sharpness: Adjusts the sharpness of the image. The closer to 50, the sharper and clearer the image will be. You can play with this setting by stopping your
source on a stage that provides many straight lines; for example, a scene with a lot of buildings or other such as the stadium stands. If you turn the sharpness to the maximum, you you Note that the straight lines will become jagged. It's a TV that injects artifacts into an image that shouldn't be there. Reduce the sharpness to the point
where the edges appear to be clean and straight, and then let it be. V Sharpness: Adjusts the sharpness of the contrast edge vertically. H Sharpness: adjusts the sharpness of the contrast edge in a horizontal direction. Color: Tones down or up colors are displayed on the screen. The closer to 100, the deeper the color. Without a
calibration drive and optical filter (or the ability to beat the red and green output of the TV) it can be hard to know if you have the color just right. Just how green should look leaf, anyway? For this reason, disk calibration is highly recommended to achieve the most accurate color parameters. We have a few tricks to offer, however. First, find
out if your TV offers a color temperature adjustment. The settings for color temperature are usually expressed in terms of cool or warm. Choose the warmest option available to you as a starting point. From there, find a scene with lots of faces in it and then press pause. Turn the color all the way up and notice how it seems everyone has
jaundice or fresh sunburn. You don't want that. Now turn the color almost all the way down and notice how everything looks as if they belong in the morgue. You don't want that either. Now adjust the color back until the faces look natural. Each person's face must have its own hue. If it looks like a real skin tone, you'll know that you got
close. Shade: adjusts the color balance between red and green displayed on the screen. The closer to the Red 50, the redder the color will be. The closer to the Green 50, the greener the color will be. Color temperature: adjusts the color temperature from cold to heat. The options you specify apply only to the current input mode you're
choosing. Depending on the input or the mode of the image you choose, the options available may vary. Customized elements vary depending on the model. Reboot: This option will reset the Image settings. You can reset Picture modes separately by selecting the Picture mode you want to reset and turning it on. Dynamic Contrast:
Corrects the difference between bright and dark areas of the screen to achieve optimal results depending on the brightness of the image. Dynamic Color: To make the image more colorful and lively, customize the color and saturation of the image. Preferred color: Adjusts the colors of your skin, grass and palate in your personal
preferences. Super Resolution: Adjusts the resolution to make the dim and blurry images clearer. Gamma: adjusts the average brightness of the image. Color Gamut: Chooses a range of colors Display. Set the color scheme for Auto according to the signal, or display a brighter and richer color in the order of the extended and wide edge
amplifier: edges: clear and distinctive (yet natural) edges of the video. Color filter: Filters a certain color spectrum in RGB colors to fine-tune the saturation and hue of color. White Balance: Adjusts the overall color temperature of the screen at will. Color control system: This is a feature used by experts when they adjust colors using a test
pattern of six colors (red/green/blue Cyan/Magenta/yellow) without affecting other color areas. For normal images, adjustments may not cause noticeable color changes. Depending on the input or the mode of the image you choose, the options available may vary. Customized elements vary depending on the model. Noise Reduction:
Removes small dots that stand out to make the image clean. MPEG Noise REVIEW: Reduces noise when digital video signals are created. Black level: compensates for screen brightness and contrast by adjusting the darkness of the screen. Real Cinema: Provides a movie-like experience. Eye care movement: Automatically adjusts the
brightness and reduces blurry of the image based on the image data, which reduces eye strain. Incorporating this OFF option can increase energy consumption. LED local blackout: Maximizes contrast ratio, making brighter areas of the screen brighter and darker areas of the screen darker. Off: Turns off the local blackout's LED function.
Incorporating this OFF option can increase energy consumption. Low / Med / High: Changes the contrast ratio. TruMotion: Optimizes image quality for fast-moving images. Off: TruMotion Smooth shuts down: softens fast-moving images. Clear: Makes fast-moving photos clearer. Clear Plus: Makes fast-moving images clearer with rear light
control. User: Installs De-Judder/De-Blur manually De-Judder: Adjusts juddering on the screen. De-Blur: Reduces the blur of movement effects. Notes: - Extended settings can only be changed in user mode. - Depending on the input or the image mode you choose, the options available may vary. - Customized elements vary depending on
the model. The relationship of aspects is an attribute of image projection that describes the proportional relationship between the width of the image and its height. For example, movies that are usually shot with a wide-angle lens have a side-to-side ratio that is usually 16:9, which means that the width of the image area is almost twice its
height. The traditional television and computer display, on the other hand, is designed to be a 1.33:1 side ratio, which means that the width of the display area is only 1.33 times the height, almost square. Many new TELEVISION displays, such as those use HDTV technology, have a widescreen format with a 16:9 side ratio. 16:9 Displays
the ratio of the sides 16:9. Original changes the side ratio to 4:3 or 16:9 depending on the input video signal. 4:3 Displays the ratio of the sides 4:3. Vertical enlarge you you Adjust the vertical measurement of the screen and align the screen vertically by adjusting the zoom factor and adjust the position of the All-Direction zoom screen You
can adjust the horizontal/vertical/diagonal dimensions of the screen and align the screen horizontally/vertically by adjusting the zoom ratio and adjust the position of the screen just to scan If you turn on this function ON, you can view the content in the aspect of the ratio that is in the broadcast of the signal of the source or content. If the
edge of the screen is not clean, please rotate it. When you're dialing auto, the function switches between ON status or OFF, depending on the information in the video. Note: Items that can be selected may vary depending on the current input. Customized items vary depending on model or country. Viewing content from an external device
or, over a long period of time, having a fixed text, such as a program name or using a 4:3 side ratio, can result in sticking to an image. Depending on the input, the available screen sizes may differ in reducing energy consumption by adjusting the peak brightness of the screen. The automatic Twa sensor detects ambient lighting and
automatically adjusts the brightness of the screen. This feature is only available on some models. Turn off the energy saving mode. Minimum /Medium / Maximum applies a pre-established energy saving regime. The screen is off the screen is off and only the sound is played. Press any button other than power and volume buttons to turn
the screen back on. Note: If you use the energy saving feature, the brightness of your TV will be affected. The color temperature will be adjusted to reduce eye fatigue. ON: The color temperature of the TV screen is adjustable. OFF: Turns off eye comfort note: This feature is only available on some models. The image test lets you see if
the video output is normal and then choose if there is a bug. If you don't have any problems in the test shot, check the connected external device or the broadcast signal. Print Email Copy Link (Mandatory question question lg oled optimal settings c9. lg oled optimal settings 2018. lg oled b9 optimal settings. lg oled e8 optimal settings. lg
oled b8 optimal settings. optimal picture settings for lg oled tv. lg oled optimal sound settings. lg oled 65 optimal settings
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